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Microsoft Authenticator, the app that allows users to sign in to their Microsoft accounts with their phones instead of a password, will be available soon on apple watch. Apparently, many Microsoft Authenticator users requested that the app be released on apple watch, in addition to the App Store and google Play Store.There were probably enough users who
asked for an Authenticator app on apple watch to convince Microsoft to make one. Although not yet ready, Microsoft has announced that it will launch a public preview of the companion Authenticator app for Apple Watch.De according to Microsoft, the final version of the app will be released to everyone in the coming weeks. Microsoft Authenticator will allow
you to approve login notifications that require PIN or biometrics on your Apple Watch without having to use your phone. The app on apple watch must support the personal, wok, and school Microsoft account that are set up with push notifications. Of course, all supported accounts will automatically sync with Apple Watch.Se you want to try Microsoft
Authenticator on Apple Watch before the app launches, you can do so by signing up to become a TestFlight user on the source link. SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER! Apple Watch Series 3OffersApple Watch 3 (or Apple Watch Series 3, if you're being private) has been replaced several times, most recently by the Apple Watch 6, and Apple Watch SE -
the latter of which may be a true rival to it, since both are budget models. But the Watch 3 remains for sale - which is more than we can say for the Apple Watch 4 or even for the Apple Watch 5 - and has been greatly deacityd now as well. Watch 3 is available in two ways – one with cellular connectivity and the other with GPS only. As a replacement for the
Apple Watch 2, this device was the flag carrier for fitness and longevity, with running and cycle tracking on board and a water-resistant swimming wrapper, plus the same heart rate monitor at the bottom. And while the latest models pack in extra features and faster chipsets, Apple has continued to support the Apple Watch 3 with software updates, most
recently watchOS 7, which adds sleep tracking, new workouts and more. It's also likely to get even cheaper during the seasons of deals such as the upcoming Black Friday and Cyber Monday. In fact, we expect to see many offers of the Apple Watch Black Friday this year. Although it also now has more competition, as noted above, then it's still worth your
money? Update: Apple has begun releasing watchOS 7, and apple watch 3 is among the models that can get it. In addition, the company also released the Apple Watch 6 and Apple Watch SE. Released on September 22, 2017, still on sale of ApplePrice starts at £199/$199/AU$319LTE version starts at / $299 / AU$469At launch in late 2017, the Apple
Watch 3 was the most expensive wearable the company has sold, but now the price has shrunk since the launch of the Apple Watch Series 4 and and Watch 5. It's not yet an inherently cheap smartwatch, but it's much more affordable now. There are two variants of the Apple Watch 3, one with LTE/cellular features and the other with only GPS on board. The
first costs £299 / $299 / AU$469 / AED 1,199 or £329 / $329 / AU$519 / AED 1,329 (for 38mm and 42mm bands, respectively) these days thanks to a serious discount after the launch of the Apple Watch 5.The GPS version of the 3 series is much cheaper at £199/ $199/AU$319 for the 38mm and £229/$229/AU$369 for the 42mm. It's also worth noting that
while Apple has discontinued apple watch 4 and 5, you can still get your Apple Watch 3 right from the company, so it's easy to get. The design of the Apple Watch 3 (top) and 2 (bottom) is virtually identical We need LTE? Connects very well, it can be a patchy cost of extra touch to transmit your data from the ClockThe biggest update that the Apple Watch 3
brought was its own cellular connection inside, so it can work independently of your phone. Does that mean you can buy one without having an iPhone? Unfortunately, i'm not... not by a long way. In reality, this means that you can receive phone calls and some notifications from apps when your phone is at home, but otherwise it is entirely dependent on your
device. In terms of notifications, if the app you want to use has not been updated to work in 'standalone mode' (such as in, you don't need a phone connection to work) then you won't receive updates and notifications even if the LTE connection is enabled. The ability to connect to a cellular network is good, but it doesn't seem to be the most crucial feature to
add - although some people have reported it saved your life. You can disable Control Center LTE The call quality of such a small device is actually quite impressive – we performed a phone chat with someone while running, and both the voice quality outside the speaker and the microphone sensitivity were excellent. This meant we could run normally and still
hold a conversation without having to hold the Clock 3 in our head. In fact, it was so loud that you need to move quickly to keep people from hearing. It's less useful when driving - ambient noise makes it harder to hear what's being said - but it will do in a pinch and save you from illegally picking up your phone. We question whether you really need the
functionality – not least because you have to pay extra for it. It's particularly gallant that you need to spend between $5-$10/£5/AED 25 per month to get your data - which you're already paying for - pumped into your device. If adding data to the Watch was free and only naturally extended to the wrist, it would be nice, but the additional cost makes it difficult to
recommend the LTE version for this reason.50 million songs on the another update is the addition of music streaming, something that was announced at the launch of the Apple Watch 3, but curiously was not there at the launch. This resource - if you paid all the money to have the Variant of The Clock 3 and are paying extra money every month to have the
data - it's really a good addition. You're getting two things with apple music's new streaming features: Apple Music directly, and Beats Radio. Both are accessed more simply through Siri - you can tap through the clock to get there, but it is very difficult. The easiest way is to ask Siri on the go to play the type of music you want - whether it's by genre, a playlist
you've already created, but not synced, or just a certain song. It's not perfect - especially when you're out and walking or running - but when it works it's a dream, a futuristic setting where you command almost any music in the world through a chat with your wrist. As streaming music on Apple Watch 3 made me listen to opera by a lake You definitely need to
be embedded in the Apple Music system for this to work well - you can't browse playlists on the wrist, for example, and just asking Siri to 'Play some running music' results in some strange choices. However, a running playlist that you have already created can be accessed in a second. Well, we say in a second... Siri would often have a connection problem
and would tell us to 'Wait... I'll hit you when I'm ready. And then don't connect for years, forcing a new attempt. The entire apple music streaming setup is brilliant when it works, when you order some music you'll like and it plays something you like. It's a bit difficult at times to feel that you're constantly connected to so many songs – and you'll usually have your
phone with you, which is a much better way to access music, but it's a nice feature and it'll just get better. Despite the streaming features of Apple Music, we still can't see a good reason to recommend the LTE variant of the Apple Watch 3, since the notion of not needing your phone to go running has been taken care of by adding GPS to the watch with the
second generation model. Do we want another time when we're always connected? Isn't a drill time to shut down? And are you willing to pay the much higher price premium to have the ability to listen to music or use apps away from the phone? With this in mind, you should only consider the Apple Watch 3 LTE variant if you are concerned about not being
contactable when going out exercising, or inexplicably leaving your phone in places. Design and screenDomeste design more identical to previous modelsThe screen is still vivid and brightSmaller display than the Apple Watch 4The design of the Apple Watch has become quite iconic, in the same way that people know you are using iTimepiece. When you
see a football player using a Fitbit you will have to spy to see which model it is, but with the Apple Watch it is instant recognition. Unlike the iPhone, we don't see the to update both the design with one watch, and Apple did very well in keeping the chassis almost identical, given that it is now packing into a new chipset and cellular connectivity in the two device
sizes (38mm (38mm 42mm). This is done by integrating the antenna into the screen, which is an innovative way to save space... although the watch could not have been made bulkier, such is its square, curved design. There's been a slight upgrade in the manufacturing process though, as clicking the Digital Crown or power button looks firmer than on the
Apple Watch 2.That's subtle, but it's something we notice every time we use the Watch 3. In addition, the only fundamental difference is in the Digital Crown, which now boasts a red dot to mean it is the new model. The screen is still as clear and bright as ever It's nothing important, but we get a question about it when using the Watch, showing that people are
interested when a new Watch appears. It's sleek and lightweight, and while some have longed for a circular screen, the 1.65-inch screen (in the 42mm version) is certainly the ideal size and shape to display more data – and, as mentioned, Apple has forced acceptance of its watch design on the market. The screen itself, which uses OLED technology, has
always been one of the most attractive on the market. Of course, vivid and bright, and we never had a problem not being able to see it when it was out and about. Well, that's not entirely true – the screen turns off to preserve the battery when needed, and that means you have to squeeze your wrist to see the display. While this is far from ideal, Apple has
adjusted the algorithm to such an extent that even a small movie will light up the display – and while that's not always as accurate when running, for example, it's much, much better than we saw with the first version of the Apple Watch.Image Credit: TechRadar TechRadar
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